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Introduction
These varieties are what we refer to as VAMs, standing for Van Allen and Mallis. Leroy C. Van Allen and
A. George Mallis have likely devoted more time than any others researching and cataloging different
varieties of Morgan and Peace dollars, and while Mr. Mallis has passed away, Mr. Van Allen is still going
strong listing new varieties and updating the older ones. Those of us who pursue VAMs are forever
indebted to these gentlemen for the work they have done. There are many, many other people whose
names I will not list at this time who have devoted themselves to the pursuit of new varieties and it is to
those folks that this work is dedicated. Hopefully, you will find this work to be helpful in identifying the
different O/CC VAMs.
The coins that I have used to make this work are from my personal collection and they are by no means the
finest known examples. This accomplishes a couple of things: First, it will allow you to identify coins of
the different varieties in the lower grades, as well as mint state. And second, you will get to see the most
prominent features of the varieties, namely, the ones that show even when the coin has some wear and
some dirt and grit on it. I have tried to provide extra examples where die state or stage makes significant
differences in what you see on the coin.
I have no amazing facts or mintage figures on the Oval O coins in this booklet. I do know this—the coins
made in 1888 and 1889 in the New Orleans mint were typically the more ROUND O. The Oval O was
used sparingly in these two years and the coins are rare in MINT STATE with this punch. They must have
used the Oval punch on a group of coins that got directly into circulation and very, very few of the coins
that were hoarded in the mint and at banks were this type. To my knowledge NO complete bags of Oval O
1888 or 1889 dollars have been found.
The Oval O punch was used quite commonly in other years such as 1879 through 1884. Please do not
confuse these coins with the much rarer 1888 and 1889 coins.
While working with this book, you will find that there are a few conventions used to help make it possible
for you to identify the coin you have. I have attempted to give an overall picture of each of the varieties,
followed by pictures of the most important and uniquely identifying features of each. The most important
thing to recall about each variety is listed with “Primary Diagnostic” and then features of lower importance
are listed with “Secondary Diagnostic.” If there is some bit of information that is critical to the variety it
will be listed with “LEARN THIS” in the description. I suggest that you do exactly that. It should prove
worthwhile.
Happy hunting,
Ash Harrison
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VAM 2 die 1

Fig. 2
Fig. 1
Above is a picture of the VAM 2 die 1 subject coin. As you can see, it is approximately MS62 in grade.

Fig. 3 Date

Fig. 3 is the date on the VAM 2 die 1 coin. It is positioned
about 2.6 denticles to the right of the bust point. It is
vertically about 1/3 of a numeral height from the rim, and it
angles upward from left-to-right very slightly. This will
now be explained. The overlays on the picture illustrate
this point. The first line on the left shows the starting point
for counting denticles. The second semi-vertical line shows
the left edge of the 1. It is about 2.6 “denticles” to the right
of the first line. Now, the semi-horizontal lines. The bottom
line is level with the top of the denticle under the 1 of the
date. The top line is level with the bottom of the 1. The
distance between them is about 1/3 the height of the 1. As
the date reads to the right, it gets a little further from the
denticles, so we say it angles upward slightly.

The die scratch shown in Figure 4 is visible on almost all
VAM 2 die 1coins. It can be very helpful in distinguishing
this variety. The die scratch on the VAM 2 die 1 in this
area will distinguish this coin from the other coins that
share this coin’s reverse (VAM 2 die 2, VAM 5, and
VAM 18) **LEARN THIS**.

Fig. 4 Nostril scratch
(Primary Diagnostic)
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Note the die scratches below the Cotton Bolls in
Fig. 5. These will serve as a good die marker for
VAM 2 die 1.

Fig. 5 (Secondary Diagnostic)

Note the position of the Mint Mark O in Fig. 6.
This is the same reverse used on VAM 2 die 1,
VAM 2 die 2, VAM 5, and VAM 18. The O is
Nearly Vertical (tiny tilt right), Centered and
VERY High. There are several die
scratches/marks in the top of the bow, which will
help determine this die.

Fig. 6 Mint Mark
.
Fig 7 is the area to the right of the Eagle’s neck. This is a
helpful diagnostic for determining this reverse, but it is
only that—a diagnostic. It is by no means unique, but it is
there.

Fig. 7 Neck
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VAM 2 die 2

Fig. 9
Fig. 8
Above is a picture of the VAM 2 die 2 subject coin. It is approximately MS62 in grade.

Fig. 10 date on the VAM 2 die 2. It is significantly
further left than die 1. It is about 2.2 denticles right
of the bust point. It starts about 1/3 of a digit above
the rim, but angles up significantly.

Fig. 10 Date

Fig shows the exact position of the date. This is a
significantly difficult coin to find, and this author
feels it is the key to this set. Note: There appears to
be doubling in the base of the 1 and 8.

Fig. 11 Position
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Figure 12 is the secondary diagnostic for the VAM
2 die 2. It is one of the only significant die features
of the obverse die. This little group of die scratches
will likely be worn off of lower grade specimens
and this coin will likely be identified by the date
position. There is also doubling in the face and chin
of the die 2 coin, but there is some light doubling on
the die 1 coin as well.

Fig 12 (Secondary Diagnostic)

In Fig. 13, the die scratches in the 8 are the
significant feature. This is the last 8 in the date and
this is a great diagnostic. **LEARN THIS**

Fig. 13 (Primary Diagnostic)

As can be seen in Fig. 14, the reverse is the same die
as in VAM 2 die 1. This die is shared between both
the VAM 2 coins, the VAM 5 and the VAM 18.

Fig. 14 Mint Mark

Fig. 15 is the Eagle’s neck, showing conclusively
that this is the shared reverse of the VAM 2, 5 and
18.

Fig. 15 Neck
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VAM 5

Fig 17
Fig. 16
Above is the subject coin for VAM 5. Note that it is approximately AU58.

Figure 18 shows the date for the VAM 5. It is in
a very similar position horizontally to the VAM 2
die 1, but vertically it is higher. 2.5-2.6 denticles
right and a bit over 1/3 of a digit from the
denticles vertically. This date stamp, too, has a
very slight upward angle from left-to-right.

Fig. 18 Date

The diagnostic shown in Figure 19 is the
doubling under the serif on the 1. This is the
only oval O VAM with this feature. This is the
Primary Diagnostic for the VAM 5 **LEARN
THIS**

Fig. 19 (Primary Diagnostic)
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Figure 20 is a secondary diagnostic for the VAM
5. There is significant doubling on the profile of
Miss Liberty. Here is the upper lip.

Fig. 20 (Secondary Diagnostic)

Figure 21 is the doubling on the nose of Miss
Liberty. This is a secondary diagnostic.

Fig. 21 (Secondary Diagnostic)

Figure 22 is the wheat leaf tops on the VAM 5.
This is unique for this obverse.

Fig 22 Leaf Tops

Figure 24 is the neck of the Eagle on the VAM 5.

Figure 23 is the reverse of the VAM 5. Again, it
is the same as the reverse for the VAM 2 die 1,
VAM 2 die 2, VAM 5 and VAM 18.
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VAM 6

Fig. 26

Fig. 25

Above is the subject coin for the VAM 6. It is approx. AU55

Figure 27 is the date on the VAM 6. It is
approximately 2.2-2.3 denticles to the right of the
bust point. The date on this VAM is medium
high vertically. This date is nearly ½ the height
of the digit from the denticles and this one
actually ANGLES DOWNWARD from left to
right **REMEMBER THIS**

Fig. 27 Date

Figure 28 is the PRIMARY DIAGNOSTIC for
VAM 6. The top of the last 8 is recut. This will
serve as the obverse key.

Fig. 28 (PRIMARY DIAGNOSTIC)
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Fig. 29 is the Mint Mark area of
the VAM 6. this reverse is NOT
the same as the others so far.
Note that the mint mark is not as
high, and that it actually tilts
VERY slightly to the left. It is
nicely centered. Also note that
the inside of the bow is virtually
clear.

Fig.29 Mint Mark
Fig. 30 is the Primary Diagnostic
for the reverse of the VAM 6. This
is the only VAM in all the Oval O
series with a die scratch like this.
**Learn This**

Fig. 30 Die Scratch
Fig. 31 shows all the die polish and
scratches on the Eagle’s torso. This
can be misleading. Concentrate on
the ONE strong scratch by the
Eagle’s right leg and you will be
well served.
NOTE: the Eagle’s neck on the
VAM 6 is virtually clean. There
are no strong die polish lines on
this die. This is not shown in this
picture, but it is mentioned for
accuracy.
Fig. 31 Die Scratches on Torso
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VAM 17

Fig. 33
Fig. 32
Above is the subject coin for the VAM 17. Note that it is approximately MS63

Note in Figure 34, the date on the VAM 17 is very
close to the bust point. In fact, it is only about 2.0
denticles from it. This is the only Oval O from
1888 that is this close to the bust and is normally
identifiable just by looking at this. Also note that
the date starts out vertically just a bit above 1/3 of
the digit height from the denticle and it is angled
slightly upward from left-to-right. **Learn
This**

Fig. 34 (Primary Diagnostic)

Fig. 35 shows a group of die scratches in
LIBERTY on the VAM 17. These are the most
significant in the series, especially those in the R.

Fig. 35
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Fig. 36 is the Mint Mark on the VAM 17. It is
lower than the one on VAMs 2, 5 and 18, but it is
still high. Note that it is very slightly to the right
and nearly perfectly upright. This is not a huge
diagnostic, as the VAM 17 has a great reverse
marker. See Fig 37.

Fig 36 Mint Mark

Fig. 37 is the set of markers on the VAM 17
reverse. This pair of die scratches defines this
VAM. **LEARN THIS**

Fig. 37 Die Scratches (Primary Diagnostic)

Fig. 38 is the neck of the Eagle. Note that there
are significant scratches here, but they are
insignificant once you find the markers in Figs. 34
and 37.

Fig. 38 Neck
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VAM 18

Fig. 39
Fig. 40
Figures 39 and 40 - VAM 18. It is a PCGS AU50.

Fig. 41 is the date on the VAM 18. It is about 2.62.7 denticles from the bust point. The height of the
date is a bit more than 1/3 the height of a digit, and
most importantly, this date is level and does not tilt
up or down from left-to-right.

Fig. 41

Fig. 42 is the second 8 of the date. There is
significant recutting on the right inside of the lower
loop and doubling on the bottom left of the outside
of the lower loop. This is the primary diagnostic
for VAM 18. There is also doubling on the outside
lower loop of the first 8. **Learn This**

Fig. 42 (Primary Diagnostic) Doubling
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The reverse of the VAM 18 is the same as VAMs 2
and 5. Fig. 43 is the reverse of the VAM 18 subject
coin.

Fig. 43 Mint Mark

Fig. 44 is the neck of the Eagle on the VAM 18.
Again, this is the same reverse as for the VAM 2
rev 1, VAM 2 rev 2, and VAM 5.

Fig 44 Neck

Fig. 45 is a great die marker for identifying the
reverse for VAM 18. Note the scratches above
the arrow feathers. These are in a well
protected area and will show on worn
examples.

Fig 45 Die Marker (secondary diagnostic)
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VAM 21

Fig. 47
Fig. 46
Figures 46 and 47 are of the VAM 21 subject coin. It is an AU55 cleaned coin.

Figure 48 is of the date on the VAM 21. This
date is about 2.4-2.5 denticles to the right of the
bust point. It is a high date compared to most of
the others in the series. It is just short of half of a
digit above the denticles at the 1, and it slopes
very slightly downward from left to right. This
actually can be a very important marker on the
VAM 21. **Learn this**
Fig. 48 (PRIMARY DIAGNOSTIC)

Fig. 49 shows a die scratch in the “I” of
LIBERTY and this is unique for the VAM 21. It
will help most in separating this VAM from the
24. These two varieties can be slightly more
difficult to attribute due to smaller, more recessed
markers. **Learn this**

Fig. 49 Die Scratch (secondary)
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Fig. 50 is the reverse of the VAM 21. There is
very little to work with on this reverse, but if there
is a clean surface there is a small die scratch at the
very top inside of the bow.

Fig. 50 Mint Mark and Scratch`

Fig. 51 shows two small die scratches just above
the intersection of the arrows and the olive branch
on the reverse. They are on the very bottom of the
Eagle’s abdomen.

Fig.51 Die scratches above arrows

Fig. 52 is a tiny die scratch that is between the
knot of the bow and the first branch of the wreath
to the left of the bow. This is a well protected spot
and will help if you have a powerful loupe.

Fig.52 Yet Another Small Scratch

Fig. 53 shows that there is very little to look at
between the neck and wing. It is just a bit rough
in the lower recesses.

Fig. 53 Eagle’s Neck
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VAM 24

Fig. 55
Fig. 54
Figures 54 and 55 are of the VAM 24. This coin is approximately XF45 cleaned.

Figure 56 is of the date on the VAM 24. It is
positioned about 2.6 denticles to the right of the
bust point and it is very close to the rim. It is a little
less than 1/3rd of a digit height from the rim. It is
about level from left to right.

Fig. 56 Date

Fig. 57 is the mint mark of the VAM 24. It is very
similar to many of the others of this group, so we
will focus on other items.

Fig. 57 Mint Mark
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Fig. 58 a die scratch coming out of the Eagle’s left
claw just above the arrows and olive branch. It is
one of the few good markers on this coin.**Learn
This**
Fig. 58 (Primary Diagnostic)

Figure 59 is a die marker that will be a challenge
for many. This small die scratch is to the right of
the knot below the bow. It is recessed between the
ribbon and the first stem to the right of the knot.
Get a strong light and a 12x to 15x loupe if you
don’t have a microscope.
Fig. 59 (Secondary Diagnostic)

Fig. 60 is the Eagle’s neck. This area has
significant die scratches. It is similar to other
VAMs, so don’t use it as a final marker.

Fig. 60 Eagle’s Neck

Fig. 61 is a small group of scratches near the
wheat leaf on the obverse. There are several other
patches very similar to these near the lips and the
neck on VAM 24. These are secondary
diagnostics at best.

Fig. 61 Wheat Leaf Scratches
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VAM 2 1889-O

Fig 63
Fig. 62
Figs. 62 and 63 are of the VAM 2 used. The coin is approx. VF30.

Fig. 64 shows the date on the VAM 2 1889-O. It
is a Primary Diagnostic since the coin is an Oval
O and the date is what separates this coin from the
other 89-O Oval O VAM. The date is 3.0
denticles from the bust point and is set high.
There are no major abnormalities on the first 8 of
the date.

Fig. 64 (Primary Diagnostic)

Figure 65 shows the reverse mint mark area of the
VAM 2 1889-O. It has the Oval O mint mark set
very high. This is the same reverse as on the
VAM 2A, but in an earlier die stage.

Fig. 65 Mint Mark
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VAM 2A 1889-O

Fig. 67
Fig. 66
Figs. 66 and 67 are of VAM 2A of the 1889-O. This coin grades AU55 PCGS.

Fig. 68 is the date position of the VAM 2A 1889O. This date is 3.0 denticles to the right of the
bust point and is set high. Note the extra metal on
the right side of the first 8. This separates this
VAM from VAM 2. It is a later die stage and the
coin is significantly clashed. **Learn This**

Fig 68 (Primary Diagnostic)

Fig. 69 is the mint mark area of the VAM 2A. It is
virtually the same as the VAM 2.

Fig. 69 Mint Mark
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Valuing Oval-O Varieties (prices relative to Greysheet bid)
Variety
VAM 2 die 1
VAM 2 die 2
VAM 5
VAM 6
VAM 17
VAM 18
VAM 21
VAM 24
VAM 2 1889-O
VAM 2A 1889-O

Rarity
R5
R7
R7
R5
R4
R6
R5
R5
R5
R5

Premium
<XF=4x XF=6x AU=12x BU=25x and up
<XF=10x XF=12x AU=20x BU=25x-50x
Rare in all grades 10x-50x
<XF=2x XF=3.5x AU=9x BU=23x and up
<XF=2x XF=3x AU=7x BU=20x and up (most common Oval O)
<XF=6x XF=10x AU=15x BU=28x and up
<XF=4x XF=6x AU=12x BU=25x and up
<XF=2x XF=3.5x AU=9x BU=23x and up
<XF=2x XF=3.5x AU=9x BU=23x and up
<XF=2x XF=3.5x AU=9x BU=23x and up

Based on the table above, one will deduce that the VAM 5 and the VAM 2 die 2 are the most difficult
coins to find in any grade and that is true, but all Oval O 1888-O and 1889-O coins are very difficult in
grades above MS63. Any gem in this group will be a highly collectible item. Putting together a BU
set of these coins will prove to be very challenging.

Oval O Challenge
As of the publication of this guide, a complete uncirculated set of Oval-O 1888-1889 VAMs has not
been accomplished. The author offers a $250 incentive to the first person to achieve a complete
uncirculated PCGS encapsulated set of these coins. To claim the award, the author will need to see the
coins.
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